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Rice responds to national divestment trend
by Miles Kruppa
Editor in Chief

In an email sent to the Rice Environmental Club on Sept. 3, Club President
Hutson Chilton said the club would,
among other initiatives and if members
were interested, enact a campaign to
encourage the university to withdraw
from, or divest of, fossil fuel investments, following a trend at other American private universities.
“We have just begun a campaign
with three goals: to encourage Rice to
divest from coal, make our investments
more transparent and begin the conversation on campus about whether or

not we have a responsibility as a nonprofit university to invest sustainably,”
Chilton, a McMurtry College senior,
said in the email.
At other American private universities, including Stanford University,
Harvard University and Yale University, referendums have been issued
on divestment with 78 percent, 72
percent and 83 percent of the student
body, respectively, voting for divestment. In May, Stanford announced it
would divest its $18.7 billion endowment of coal, making it the university
with the largest endowment to commit to at least partially divesting from
fossil fuels.

According to the 2012 Rice Endowment Update, energy and natural resource investments comprise 7 percent
of Rice’s endowment, which was valued at $4.84 billion as of June 30, 2013.
The 2013 update specified that Real Assets, which includes real estate, natural resources, minerals and timber,
comprise 22 percent of the endowment.
Chief Investment Oﬃcer and President of the Rice Management Company
Allison Thacker (Baker ‘96) said Rice
currently does not plan to divest from
fossil fuels and any decision to divest
would first have to be approved by the
Board of Regents.
0see DIVEST, page 4
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Working
group looks
to students
by Anita Alem

Assistant News Editor
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Screwing around

Will Rice College juniors Mark Bavoso, Michelle Huang and Emmy Funk laugh at each others’ costumes during Rice Program Council’s Screw-Yer-Roommate on Sept. 12.

CUC suspends drop proposal in face of SA opposition
by Amber Tong
For the Thresher

Two weeks ago, Duncan College Senator Louis Lesser, Duncan
President Mary Anderson and University Court Chair Brian Baran introduced
legislation in response to a drop limit
proposal by the Committee of Undergraduate Curriculum. In light of student concerns and the CUC’s changing
attitudes, the team is pursuing a new
focus for their legislation, according to
Baran, a Duncan College senior.
Baran said the CUC has acknowledged the student body’s rejection of its
original proposal and has suspended it.
“It sounds like the CUC has heard
from multiple sources of student opinion … and basically there is no longer
any support for the original CUC proposal,” Baran said. “That proposal is

eﬀectively dead.”
Despite the fact that CUC is no longer considering its original plan, Baran
said it is still necessary to put forward
formal legislative action.
“Ultimately, the idea is that the Student Senate and the student body still
have strong opinions on this issue, and
this is certainly an issue that needs to
be discussed,” Baran said. “It’s still important to have a lasting record of students’ views on it.”
At the Student Association Senate
meeting on Sept. 2, where the legislation was tabled, SA President Ravi
Sheth said the wording of the proposed
legislation might be antagonistic.
“This is one of the most aggressively-worded pieces of legislation I have
seen in my time in the SA,” Sheth said.
Lovett College President Meghan
Davenport said she is concerned about

the message the legislation is getting
across.
“I think, as it is written right now,
this just sets us up as putting out aggression when we just need to start a
conversation,” Davenport said.
Baran said he, Anderson and Lesser are hoping to present and pass an
amended version of the legislation at
the next SA meeting.
“For next week, [Lesser], [Anderson] and I will be going back through
the legislation and making amendments to get it in a form that can pass
the Senate,” Baran said. “I am optimistic [about that].”
Baran said he understands the pertinence of the problems caused by students holding onto courses they are not
intending to take. According to Baran,
he, along with Anderson and Lesser,
will explore diﬀerent approaches to

tackling the problems in a manner
more specific than the suspended CUC
proposal.
“We wanted to come up with some
concrete alternatives that would better
solve [problems caused by students not
dropping courses promptly],” Baran
said. “Unlike broader issues … changes
to the add/drop policy are something
that can be implemented quickly and
that can make an immediate impact to
that particular kink in the process.”
Davenport, a senior, said she wishes to see more discussion between the
students and the faculty in working out
alternative solutions.
“I hope that the [SA] appropriately
expresses our desire to continue working with the faculty senate and the CUC
in order to come up with a solution that
works better for everyone involved,”
Davenport said.

The Working Group on University Responses to Federal Initiatives on Sexual Assault continues
to seek student opinion on the new
sexual assault policy, according
to Associate Vice Provost Matthew
Taylor. Taylor and Lovett College
President Meghan Davenport, the
student representative of the working group, gauged opinions at the
Student Association Senate meeting on Sept. 10.
“I recorded 10 or 11 topics that
were solidified from that meeting,”
Taylor said. “[One] is that some
students were concerned that the
policy should have a more explicit
range of sanctions that apply to students found responsible for sexual
assault. The opinion was that survivors would be less likely to come
forward and report if they did not
think the sanctions would be that
serious.”
According to Dean of Undergraduates John Hutchinson, one
of the reasons why the sexual assault policy is not more specific is to
promote the idea that the range of
sanctions depends on the wishes of
the survivor of sexual assault.
“Not everyone who comes forward [to report sexual assault] is
expecting the maximum sanction
imposed upon the perpetrator of
the assault,” Hutchinson said.
“We want to be able to leave survivors in as much control of the process as they can be. But students
should also know that any student
who commits a sexual assault
faces the most serious sanctions
available to us.”
The working group met on Friday, Sept. 12 to consider how the
additional FAQ section of the policy
could provide an idea of sanctions
by conveying Student Judicial Program’s sanctioning philosophy,
0see assault, page 3
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Software failure crashes network
by Susan Wen
Thresher Staff

The three major Rice University wireless
networks, Rice Visitors, Rice Owls and Eduroam, crashed due to software failure, according to Director of Rice Networking, Telecom
and Data Center William Deigaard.
“It went down in a strange way,” Deigaard
said. “The three major SSID that we oﬀered
[were] all completely down, which is incredibly rare.”
According to Deigaard, Rice uses thinclient centralized control architecture, which
means two pairs of controllers serve as the
brains of more than 1500 wireless access
points on campus.
“There is some large, powerful equipment that lives at the [center] of the network,”
Deigaard said. “All the access points around
the campus are connected to [the controller
and] if that crashes, it can take down a very
large number of access points.”
Normally, the crash of a controller can be
remedied by moving access points from the
crashed controller to the other controller in
the same pair, but in this crash, a software
bug paralyzed both controllers. Deigaard said
network engineers worked through the night
of Sept. 4 to upgrade the wireless controller to
a newer version.
“We patched it to the newer version the

next morning,” Deigaard said. “It took longer than we hoped, [but[ we have been stable
since [Sept. 4].”
Rachel Gray, a Lovett College junior, said
she thinks the performance of the wireless
network is not as satisfying as last semester.
“The Wi-Fi has been more unstable than
my ex-boyfriend,” Gray said. “Jokes aside,
I’ve had more problems with it this semester
than previous semesters. I haven’t personally
noticed a decrease in speed, but the communication will drop suddenly.”
According to Deigaard, having many users
in one area consuming too much bandwidth
can lead to a spotty Wi-Fi connection.
“If moving improves [the connection], then
congestion was likely the issue,” Deigaard
said. “If, however, people find particular areas that never work, we want to know that.
When folks have issues like this, they need to
bring the machine to [IT Helpdesk] or our networking team can take a look.”
Lead Student Computer Consultant at the
IT Help Desk Galen Schmidt said the most
common issues he sees for Wi-Fi problems are
bad drivers and bad certificates.
“The drivers for Windows 8 and Windows
8.1 weren’t very good when they were released,” Schmidt, a Duncan College senior,
said. “Updating the drivers helped in many
cases....Some of the updates to Macs have
caused certificate problems.”

IN BRIEF
Printing
costs increase $.01
The cost for printing a standard black-andwhite page has increased to $0.07 after remaining at $0.06 for a decade, Manager of Information
Technologies Technical Communications Carlyn
Chatfield said in a campuswide email on Sept. 9.
Other printing charges remain the same.
“The new charge begins on Sept. 15, 2014,
and will allow Rice University to continue meeting the rising cost of printing in the colleges and
other student labs,” the email states.
The price increase is necessary for a sustainable budget, according to Director for IT Business

Services and Planning Yemeen Rahman.
“Our goal is to maintain a printing budget
which can sustain printers, supplies, maintenance and support,” Rahman said.
IT Director for Systems Architecture Infrastructure and Cloud Strategy Barry Ribbeck said the
increase is due to a larger student body.
“Three years ago, we began evaluating options to outsource the lab printing service, but
thus far, the projected expense to the students is
higher,” Ribbeck said.
Story by Sports Designer Sarah Nyquist
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according to Taylor. SJP’s sanctioning philosophies can currently be found in the Code of Student Conduct, but the wording will be modified
to suit the FAQ section.
The policy currently references the Houston
Area Women’s Resource Center, with which Rice
has had a relationship for the past two years as
an oﬀ-campus point of contact.
“HAWC is fully equipped to serve a male survivor, but I think the concern is given that they
have women in the name of their organization;
it might be a deterrent to a male who could use
their services,” Hutchinson said.
According to Taylor, the working group is
considering how best to promote HAWC as a
good resource for both genders.
Hutchinson said he is also concerned that
students may assume that responsible employees do not keep information confidential because they do not fit the role of a confidential,
non-disclosing employee.
“Students need to be comfortable that their
information is still private and shared only with
those who are in a need-to-know position,”
Hutchinson said. “It can sound like anything
told to the responsible employee is public information — that’s not at all true.”
Rice graduate student Eliza Williamson
spoke at the Senate meeting and said she would
like the administration to share more information regarding their plans to create a campus
environment free of sexual assault.
“It is perfectly laudable to improve ways of
handling sexual assault after it happens, but it
is also necessary to work from the roots of the
problem to end rape culture,” Williamson said.
“Of course the university states oﬃcially that it
doesn’t tolerate sexual assault. That much is expected. But it’s one thing to not condone sexual
assault; it’s quite another to fight it actively.”
Other issues students had regarding the sexual assault policy included outcomes of reporting directly to Houston Police Department and
the ease of comprehension of the policy’s wording, according to Taylor and Davenport.
“People thought that some of the definitions
were too vague,” Davenport, a senior, said.
“We’re going to try to look at the policy again
and see if there are changes that could be made
to clarify those.”
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Hutchinson said it is important to recognize
that RUPD is, a police department and not just a
security force, and that RUPD oﬃcers have also
been trained to be trauma-informed in order to
help students access the resources available to
them. However, Rice does not have the jurisdiction to treat an oﬀense criminally or give people
criminal sanctions.

It is perfectly laudable to improve ways
of handling sexual assault after it happens,
but it is also necessary to work from
the roots to end rape
culture.
Eliza Williamson
Graduate student

“The decision to bring the complaint forward for criminal charges belongs to the survivor of the assault, and the decision to accept
the charges belongs to the district attorney,”
Hutchinson said. “The role that Rice can play
is through RUPD … to make sure that the information has been gathered in a way that will be
helpful to a district attorney, to keep the option
open for the survivor to pursue criminal charges
if they want to.”
Hutchinson said he emphasizes that although the policy itself is more explicit, the procedures and options available to students were
already in place.
“It’s important for students to know that
… perpetrators of sexual assault can expect to
be separated immediately from the university,
and in all likelihood, permanently,” Hutchinson said.
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“We’ve had very successful, historical fossil
fuel investments, [and] we’ve had some successful natural resources investments,” Thacker said.
“I feel like Rice has a lot of ways in which we work
collaboratively with the energy industry beyond
investing, and I feel like we could do better on all
of those fronts, but blanket divestment, to me, is
certainly not the answer for moving the sustainability issue forward into the next hundred years.”
According to Thacker, Rice does not endorse or
boycott products, including energy investments,
though she said it is not a written policy.
“There are no specific regulations governing
the types of investments that can or cannot be
made, but as a general policy, Rice University does
not endorse nor boycott products,” Thacker said.
“This policy applies not only to decisions about
the purchase of goods and services for use on campus, but also to decisions about investments that
support the university’s endowment and enable
Rice to carry out its mission of education, research
and public service.”
Rice currently funds about 40 percent of its operating budget using money from the endowment.
“The main thing I worry about is how can I
invest the endowment in the best way possible to
make sure that we can continue to support an affordable education at Rice for the most students
possible and the best research and facilities for
those students,” Thacker said. “That is my primary
goal.”
Director of Rice’s Administrative Center for Sustainability and Energy Management Richard Johnson said the Rice Management Company’s investments help Rice be a more sustainable campus.
“The endowment features approximately $100
million in sustainability-oriented investments,
including exemplary land management practices
and habitat protection at the Rice Land Lumber
Company (which is owned by the endowment),”
Johnson said. “Through the Rice Management
Company, the university has also enjoyed enthusiastic partnerships with faculty and student environmental research on endowment-owned lands

and meaningful participation in Rice’s greenhouse-gas reduction eﬀorts.”
The Stanford Campaign
Stanford University junior and Fossil Free Stanford campaigner Shane Johnson said universities
have a moral imperative to divest.
“I see divestment as a very important thing for
universities to do because, whether they like it or
not, they’re big economic players with a responsibility to the community, more so than a random
person with just as much money as the endowment,” S. Johnson said.
Fossil Free Stanford’s canvassing and outreach
eﬀorts culminated in a divestment week that preceded Stanford’s referendum on divestment. Fellow Stanford University junior and Fossil Free
Stanford campaigner Matt Simon said student and
administrative opinion gradually changed in favor
of divestment.
“When we first proposed the idea, [Stanford]
President [John] Hennessy was adamantly opposed to the movement, and now he supports coal
divestment, and moving forward we’re hoping
that can change even further,” Simon said. “The
student body I think just has to be made aware.”
According to Simon, energy companies fund
many of the initiatives on the Stanford campus,
similar to how Shell funds the Center for Sustainability at Rice.
“That can be kind of a hypocrisy in that we’re
trying to become so much more environmentally
friendly, but we’re still getting so much funding
from the fossil fuel industry,” Simon said.
According to Simon, the overwhelming support from multiple groups led to divestment.
“I’m not sure the university was really responding to the arguments as much as they were responding to support from all diﬀerent directions,”
Simon said. “And those diﬀerent groups and different individuals are all persuaded by diﬀerent
arguments.”
Rice Sentiment
In the March 13, 2009 edition of the Thresher,
two students from the club Rice for Peace wrote an
editorial demanding that the university establish
an Advisory Committee for a Responsible Endow-

ment to ensure that the Rice Management Company invest in ethical and sustainable companies.
“Rice for Peace is calling on Rice University to
join a growing movement of schools committed to
responsible endowment management,” the editorial states.
According to Student Association President
Ravi Sheth the SA will investigate divestment if
there exists a large enough student sentiment.
“If people are interested in it, we’re happy to
look into it and happy to move forward with it,”
Sheth said. “If it’s something that students don’t
feel passionate about, something that only three
people care about, there’s plenty of other issues on
my radar that are much more important that have
hundreds of students, thousands of students interested in them.”
Hanszen College sophomore Geneva Vest is
both a member of the Rice Environmental Club.
She said certain aspects of Rice’s geography and
student body make it less environmentally active.
“First oﬀ, we’re in Texas, which automatically
makes [divestment] less of a concern, not because
all of the students are from Texas, but because Rice
is not in a state with firebrand environmentalists,”
Vest said. “The other thing is we’re so busy we have
other things to care about, and there’s no money in
being sustainable, but there is in engineering.”
Moving Forward
Vest said she believes other sustainability initiatives should take precedent before a campaign
for divestment.
“There are things that we have to do before
[divestment],” Vest said. “There are a lot more tangible things that we have to do among the student
body to get them to understand our impact on the
environment before we can get into the economics
of it and the politics of sustainability. I think [divestment is] a good thing, and if we could just get
people to understand the concept of divestment,
[that] would be an amazing thing, and then enacting it would be another level.”
Thacker said she also thinks other sustainability initiatives should be emphasized.
“The best solution is one where you can oﬀer
an environmentally superior outcome at the same
cost as an inferior outcome, as opposed to doing

something like boycott, which isn’t as long-term
powerful as making somebody want to throw
something in a recycling bin,” Thacker said.
In 2012, SA Environmental Committee Co-Chair
Josh Rutenberg introduced a 100-Year Sustainability plan that directed the university to, among other requests, “be ethical and responsible in our endowment by making our investments transparent
and transitioning into sustainable investments.”
Current SA Environmental Committee Co-Chair
Ryan Saathoﬀ said the bill shows support from the
student body for re-examining the university’s investments in fossil fuels.
“I would like to think that Student Senate bills
mean something,” Saathoﬀ said. “But have we
actually acted upon it yet? No, but it does show
unanimous student support for transitioning into
sustainable investments.”
According to Sheth, advocating and protesting
for divestment would be ineﬀective, and students
should begin conversations with the administration and Rice Management Company to assess
whether Rice’s investments align with the student
body’s ethics.
“Any attempt to say that Rice just shouldn’t
invest in fossil fuels would be silly because I don’t
think that’s a realistic end-goal,” Sheth said. “At a
school that has an incredibly large endowment per
student to say, ‘Oh, we’re going to make a fiscally
bad decision that moves money away from our
students, moves money away from our mission,’
that’s something in an eﬃciency-centered and
administration-centered school that’s not going to
happen.”
Chilton said the decision to divest has to be
considered along with the role energy companies
play on the Rice campus.
“As for whether or not [divestment] is important at Rice, I think that’s something that has to be
weighed carefully, given that fossil fuels have such
negative social and environmental eﬀects but also
that fossil fuel companies provide a lot of wonderful opportunities for Rice students and faculty,”
Chilton said. “I think it’s definitely important that
students be allowed to participate in that discussion, however, which is not really something that
happens too much now.”
The full article can be found at ricethresher.org

RUPD launches new radio system
by Michelle Tran
For the Thresher

marcel merwin/thresher

University of Houston art students engage in participatory art piece at the Suplex curated
group exhibition in the Rice Media Center. The show is currently open until Sept. 18.

Rice among most diverse colleges
by Tina Nazerian

Assistant News Editor

The New York Times placed Rice University on a list of the most economically diverse
top colleges, calculating a College Access Index
based on the number of freshmen coming from
Pell Grant families in recent years and on the
net price of attendance for low and middle class
families.
Director of Student Financial Services Anne
Walker said Rice is ranked 18th on Pell Grants
in the country.
“The Pell Grant basically goes to the neediest students,” Walker said. “These are extremely
low-income families, and that has been kind of
a tool to measure economic diversity. At schools
like Rice, and those in our cohort [Consortium
on Financing Higher Education], we have middle income students who still have excessive
need.”
Walker said because Rice covers 100 percent
of unmet need, Pell Grant recipients get generous packages and have to pay little out of pocket
to Rice.
“We don’t package loans for them,” Walker
said. “They’ll have a small work study, $2500, if
they choose to use that.”
However, Walker said the Pell Grant is not
the largest part of the aid package.
“The largest part of the package comes from
Rice,” Walker said.
According to Walker, if tuition increases and
a family’s income has not changed, Rice covers
the diﬀerence. However, she said if a family’s
income goes up, or circumstances such as one

child graduating college — making it so that
a family no longer has two college students —
change, then a family may not get as generous
a package.
“The expected family contribution takes in
lots of things — income, kids in college, some
assets, not many, but [if] the Expected Family Contribution is below, they’ll receive a Pell
Grant,” Walker said.
Walker said the Oﬃce of Financial Aid does
not provide loans for families with incomes under $80,000.
“Many of those families do not receive Pell
[Grants], so we’ve said for us, low income at Rice
means under $80,000,” Walker said.
According to Walker, a lot of families look at
their finances diﬀerently and each situation is
unique.
“Families that have high consumer debt, we
don’t take that into consideration,” Walker said.
“Families who pay for private high schools, we
don’t take that into consideration. Families do
have some costs, that when we’re looking at
packaging them for aid, we may not consider,
and rightfully so.”
Walker said economic diversity means diversity in all areas for the Oﬃce of Financial Aid.
“[It means] social diversity, racial diversity,
ethnic diversity,” Walker said.
Duncan College sophomore Iqra Dada said
she is not surprised Rice is on the list, because
demographically, she believes Rice has a lot of
variety in students’ background.
“[It’s] because of the amazing job the [Oﬃce
of Financial Aid] does in making college aﬀordable for low-income students,” Dada said.

The Rice University Police Department
launched a new digital two-way radio communications system, marking the end of an
extensive two-year collaborative endeavor
between RUPD, Facilities Engineering and
Planning and Rice IT. According to RUPD
Chief Johnny Whitehead, the changes seek
to improve communication across campus
and with Houston’s Police and Fire Departments.
Before the switch, which occurred on Sept.
9, the same radio communications system
had been implemented for more than 15 years
and presented multiple challenges for RUPD,
according to Whitehead.
“We had been experiencing some issues
with scratchy transmissions and dead spots
on campus,” Whitehead said. “[The old system] presented a safety issue to our oﬃcers.”
According to Whitehead, the switch was
also prompted by the City of Houston’s Police
Department’s radio communications upgrade
that went live last October.
“In the past, we had communications with

[HPD], but when they went to their new radio
system, we lost the ability to communicate
with them,” Whitehead said.
The findings of a 2012 campus-wide radio
study presented two options: building a new
radio infrastructure on campus or going to a
digital system. RUPD decided to join the city’s
radio system, which was already in place,
rather than begin an independent project.
“The radio project team met with all the
radio users on campus including FE&P, Athletics, Housing and Dining, and Transportation to identify their needs,” Whitehead said.
“There was a consensus that only the public
safety agencies, RUPD, Rice [Emergency Medical Services] and Environmental Health and
Safety, should go to the new digital radios.”
According to Deigaard, the new system
also communication with on-campus departments as well as with oﬀ-campus public safety agencies such as the Houston Police and
Fire Departments and the University of Texas
Police in the Texas Medical Center.
“It used to be that dispatch could only
listen to one radio channel,” Deigaard said.
“[Rice] is not a little stand-alone island anymore. We are now part of a large collective.”

LoL and Smash networks emerge
by Naoki Shiba
For the Thresher

Rice LoL Club
Each year, a few passionate Rice University students take the initiative to create their
own clubs. This year, students have formed
Rice’s first electronic sports club, called the
Rice LoL club. According to Club President
Tung Nguyen, the club has obtained approval
from Assistant Director of Student Activities Julie Neisler and seeks to unite students
across campus who play League of Legends.
Nguyen, a Sid Richardson College junior,
said the club currently has 108 members and
has previously organized intramural events.
“Our mission is to bring people with similar interests together through tournaments
and similar events,” Nguyen said.
According to Nguyen, last year, the Rice
LoL club participated in ivyLoL’s open league
and the collegiate star league, competitions
in which the club plays groups from other
universities. According to the ivyLol ranking
website, last year Rice’s team was ranked fifth

in its division, which contained 43 teams.
Rice Smash Community
Last semester, Brian Lee, the external vice
president of Rice LoL club, created the Rice
Smash Community, a Facebook community
for Rice students who enjoy competitively
playing Super Smash Bros., a popular fighting
game on Nintendo video game consoles.
According to Lee, a Jones College junior,
the group currently has 64 members and organizes meetups and tournaments.
“Our community exists to provide friendly
competition for every skill level, from the newest players to the best players in the region,”
Lee said. “A few of our members often attend
the weekly tournaments run in Pasadena, and
our sessions here are meant to help us stand
up a little better against Mojo, the number one
player in Texas.”
According to Lee, the Rice Smash Community has no intentions of becoming an oﬃcial
club in the near future and currently exists
solely for students to enjoy playing the game
with other students on campus.
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Engineers should embrace unconventionality
SA should not discourage
fiery rhetoric
At the most recent Student Association
meeting, SA President Ravi Sheth and other SA
members expressed concerns over what they
considered to be the aggressive wording of the
legislation opposing the CUC drop limit proposal (see p. 1). Another point of contention raised
in the meeting was whether such a formal
mode of expressing disapproval was constructive or appropriate. The Thresher believes that,
by critiquing the language of the proposal, SA
members distract from the function of the legislation, which is to act as a permanent record of
student response to administrative actions.
Focusing on the rhetoric instead of the
content of legislation diminishes serious
discussion of issues important to students.
Student-led eﬀorts to respond to administrative
actions should be supported and intelligently
discussed instead of dismissed for their tones.
Students should feel secure in voicing their
opinions, no matter how rhetorically strong
and oppositional, within outlets designed for
the purpose, such as the SA.
More generally, the student body should
feel secure knowing that opposition to the
administration is an important aspect of a
healthy campus dialogue. The administration
should not discourage students from voicing
their opinions, but should instead listen closely
to what the entire student body believes, not
just the SA president.
In the past few years, The Rice Student Association has not once voted against a proposal
introduced by the administration or faculty.
Rather, the SA’s preferred mode of action seems
to be to introduce legislation in support of proposals, which is subsequently either accepted
(in the case of a “yes” vote) or tabled indefinitely (in lieu of a definitive “no”). On a campus
where collaboration with the administration is
encouraged and vocal disagreement dismissed
for its rhetoric, students must reclaim the
spaces designed specifically for the vocalization of their concerns.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority
opinion of the Thresher editorial staﬀ. All other
opinion pieces represent solely the opinion of the
piece’s author.

Corrections and
clarification
In the article entitled “OpenStax receives
funding for research” of the Sept. 10 issue
of the Thresher, the Managing Director was
incorrectly named David Williamson. His
name is actually Daniel Williamson.
In the article entitled “Finance club to
manage portion of endowment” of the Sept.
10 issue of the Thresher, the amount of the
endowment managed by Rice MBA students
is actually $1.39 million, not $200 million.
In the Sept. 10 issue of the Thresher, a
quote in the article entitled, “Environmental club begins new initiatives” referred to
the Rice Environmental Society as a melting
pot for all sorts of sustainability initiatives.
The quote should have referred to the Rice
Environmental Club.
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I did not take a private, Wi-Fi-equipped
shuttle to work for my engineering internship this summer. Instead, I walked, squinting into the sunlight as I passed numerous
fruit and vegetable stands on the dusty road
that led to Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital
in Blantyre, Malawi. I was as far from Silicon
Valley as I could be; the Internet connection,
when it functioned, was painfully slow, and
I worked in a hospital so strapped for cash
that it couldn’t afford to buy spare parts for
the dozens of broken oxygen concentrators
that were desperately needed to keep babies
alive. The constant chatter of “disruptive innovation” that fills the air in tech circles and
universities these days was nowhere to be
heard. (And there was no Snapchat, either.)
But even without all these things that characterize modern day engineering, I was in
Malawi to learn how to be a better engineer.
My eight-week internship was made
possible through Rice Beyond Traditional
Borders, an institute focused on designing
health technologies for low-resource settings. The internship, along with the Global
Health Technologies minor, aims to improve
students’ understanding of challenges to
health in resource-poor communities in
hopes that the students will design betterinformed health technologies in the future.
During my stay in Malawi, I had the opportunity to work on the implementation of the
bubble CPAP, a low-cost device designed by
Rice students that helps neonates with respiratory problems breathe by using mild air
pressure to keep their airways open. I had an
incredible experience, and I came back with
not only a better understanding of the constraints facing global health technologies in
Malawi, but also with a deeper appreciation
for what it takes for any technology to succeed anywhere.
Surprisingly few engineers pursue these
types of international experiences. The BTB
program is one of the only international in-

ternships offered to Rice engineering students, although it has historically catered to
BIOEs (and they are trying to change that).
Engineering students of all types more often apply for the prestigious internships at
Google, Dropbox and Exxon than they look
to go abroad. From the moment new stu-

For students studying a
discipline that emphasizes change and innovation, it is surprising
— scary — how many
are content to stay
within their bubble.

dents step on campus for Orientation Week,
it is implied by both student and faculty advisors that studying abroad is designed for
social science and humanities majors who
have more flexible schedules. According to
the study abroad office, humanities majors
at Rice study abroad at more than twice the
rate of engineers. For students studying a
discipline that emphasizes change and innovation, it is surprising — scary — how many
are content to stay within their bubble.
One weekend this past summer, my fellow interns and I decided to take a trip to
a local tea plantation. While we were walking around, we met a Norwegian architecture student who was working on designing
a safer house for security guards to stay in
while they were on night duty. We asked him

about his plans for the future, and he told us
about his decision to stay and work in Malawi instead of pursuing a Master’s degree that
would make him more employable to European firms. While getting a Master’s degree
made more sense on paper, he said he was
intrigued by the prospect of creating something by himself, something that would meet
an urgent need.
Living in the United States, we are fortunate enough to have many things already
done for us, systems already in place, strong
institutions that have been around for centuries. But because many things are already
done, we don’t question how they work. We
can’t take the U.S. banking system apart and
try to put it back together like we did with
our dad’s expensive DVD player. We accept it
for what it is, and implicitly assume it cannot
be changed. In other words, we think exactly
the opposite of how engineers should think.
The only way to shatter these assumptions is
by seeing another perspective and learning
how other systems work. By working abroad.
It is much easier to think outside of the box
when you’re physically outside of the box,
and ultimately, spending time in other countries will lead to better design. As students at
a university that prides itself on “unconventional wisdom,” it is our duty to pursue these
experiences.

Aakash Shah

is a Will Rice College
sophomore.

Letter to the Editor:

Dear Editor,
I had the pleasure of going to the Rice
Owls women’s soccer match versus Vanderbilt on Friday, Sept. 5 with my partner and
her 8-year-old daughter. It was the first game
I had attended, and I was happily surprised
by the size by the crowd, particularly the
number of students that turned out to support the team. Not only did students show
up, but they were into the game, cheering on
the team and jeering at the referee whenever
he made a questionable call.
One fan — a young man whom I assumed
to be a Rice student — was especially vocal.
Most of his comments were in full support
of the team, and many were very funny. But
when an opposing player mishandled the
soccer ball, he said this:
“You have the touch of a rapist!”
And my heart sank.
The Centers for Disease Control recently
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reported the results of a national sexual violence survey which found that nearly one in
five women have been raped in their lifetime.
Based on that statistic, if only the 22 players
on the field heard his comment, this young
man forced four women to relive their own
assault.
This is precisely why we are having a national conversation about sexual violence on
college campuses. This is why we must constantly reinforce the message that sexual violence must not be tolerated. Nothing about
rape (or assault, or non-consensual contact)
is humorous. To think otherwise is to be
painfully ignorant, and to be silent is to be
complicit. I was complicit that night by not
speaking up at the time.
Fortunately, all of us in this campus community have the opportunity to shed our ignorance and claim our voice through Project
SAFE — the collaboration between the Student Wellbeing Center, Rice Counseling Center and the Houston Area Women’s Center. We
are responsible to ourselves and one another
in making Rice safe for every member of this
community. Students recently received the

new Sexual Misconduct Policy. We all need to
invest the time to read it and to know it. Most
importantly, we can all play an active role in
preventing sexual misconduct and learn the
resources to help survivors. A great place to
start is to visit http://safe.rice.edu.
I am certain that several candid conversations about sex and sexual misconduct
will occur across campus in the following
months. However, they need not happen formally. Don’t be afraid to begin now, if simply among your own group of friends. If a
friend’s attitude, behavior or words makes
you cringe, like I experienced at the soccer game, please say something. It’s what
friends do, and if you ask me, it is especially
important for the young men of Rice to take
the lead, because the majority of sex offenders are male.
The Culture of Care at Rice matters. Stand
up. Speak up. Do your part.
Sincerely,
Brad Blunt
Assistant Director of Academic Advising
Resident Associate, McMurtry College
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Coolest clubs you’ve never heard of

Why you should
watch Boyhood,
even if you missed
it in theaters

by Kaylen Strench

Arts & Entertainment Editor
Sometimes it may seem as if all Rice University students have time to do is go to class,
study and perhaps party a bit on the weekends.
Certainly these activities alone can make for a
packed schedule. However, hundreds of Owls
cram their Google calendars even further with
participation in weird/unique/innovative recreational clubs. Some you probably know well,
and others, well, may blow your mind a bit. So,
just for you, the Thresher has scoped out the
student activities list to find some of the coolest
clubs on campus that help make Rice the “unconventional” place that it is.

by Giancarlo Latta
For the Thresher

Cube Club

Fast Warp

What is it? Despite its somewhat intimidating name, Fast Warp is really just a laidback club in which members get together
and play cards and board games. Fast Warp
is also responsible for organizing “OwlCon”
in February, a large-scale board game convention with a broad draw of attendees.
What do you do? Typically, members
meet up at Sammy’s at 2 p.m. and play
some games together while eating free pizza provided by the officers. The leadership
stresses that you don’t need to know how
to play any of the games prior to joining
the club — they’ll teach you everything you
need to know.
How can I join?! Hit up a regular meeting Sundays at 2 p.m. at Sammy’s or email
Brandon Wilson at baw6@rice.edu to get on
the listserv.

What is it? The name says it all. Cube
Club is literally a club where students come
together to learn how to solve Rubik’s Cubes
and other similar puzzles. These are not your
average puzzlers, though — the Cube Club is
perhaps best known for creating a massive
portrait of Nelson Mandela last year comprised solely of 600 Rubik’s Cubes.
What do they do? Cube Club is very chill
— members meet up on Thursdays between
4 - 6 p.m. at Willy’s Pub or Valhalla and just
talk and solve together. On occasion, they
also organize events; this October, they will
host a major competition that will feature
“speedcubers” from around the world. Cube
Clubbers also participate in Houston’s annual competition, featuring categories like
“2x2, 3x3, 4x4, one-handed and blind solving.” These are not for the faint of heart,
however — average 3x3 winners solve their
cube in less than 10 seconds.
How can I join? All the contact and member information can be found at: http://business.rice.edu/RiceCubeClub/. You can also
find out more about the October competition
at: http://www.cubingusa.com/RiceUniversity2014/index.php

Rice Badminton

What is it? Rice Badminton attempts to
promote and celebrate the beautiful sport of
badminton on campus. In fact, it is actually the
only badminton club in West University Place,
so members from other clubs occasionally join
in on team practices. They compete in tournaments within the club and against other universities throughout the year.
What do you do? Essentially, members get
to play a lot of badminton. There are weekly singles and doubles practice matches, as well as
trainings with professional coaches. Since the
vice president of the club is the
co-founder of Texas Intercollegiate Badminton Association (TIBA), members also
play TIBA games against
other college badminton
clubs every month.
How can I join? To
join, contact Yu-Jiun
Lin at csjiunn@
gmail.com to sign
some forms
and
get
started.

THE
WEEKLY
SCENE
The editors’ picks
for this week’s
best events. Time
to explore the
wonderful world
of Houston.

Real Food Revolution

What is it? Have you ever been just hanging out, eating a Fruit Roll-Up or some Cheetos,
and thought to yourself, “Do I even understand
what it is that I’m eating?” Real Food Revolution is a club that encourages members to think
about this kind of question, as well as others
regarding health, food politics, sustainability,
animal welfare and more. The club strives to
bring more local food to campus and the surrounding community, believing the world can
be improved by what and how we eat.
What do they do? As expected, RFR’s meetings revolve around food and eating. Meetings
are Thursdays at Baker College over dinner,
and members simply dine and discuss upcoming events, plans or just life in general. The
group also goes on weekend trips to various
community farms, farmer’s markets and restaurants. The leadership stresses that you certainly do not need to be a “granola person” to
enjoy being a part of the group; you just have to
love and care about food (REAL food, not Oreos
and Twinkies).
How can I join?!
1. Attend a meeting at Baker, 5:30 p.m. on
Thursdays.
2. Like the Facebook page (Real Food Revolution) or join the Facebook group (Real Food
People)
3. Email ricerealfoodrevolution@gmail.com
with questions or to get on the listserv.

Rice Ballroom

What is it? Learn how to dance. And no,
not the kind you’d find at Sid 80s or Architectronica. Rice Ballroom is a group
devoted to teaching students how to
dance classily and show their new
moves off at social events and competitions. Club leaders claim Ballroom is a “team sport” that is highly conducive to meeting other people.
What do you do? On Tuesdays at 8 p.m.,
club members meet to learn two dances
with two to three moves and then reconvene
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. to refine their new
skills. Members also go to classy competitions at the University of Houston and the
University of Texas, where they try to impress judges in their respective divisions and
take home some ribbons. Finally, the team
bonds by attending dinners and other social
events together.
How can I join?! Contact the president,
Peter Lambert, at pml2@rice.edu to
get added to the listserv. Also check
out the “Rice Ballroom Dance Team”
Facebook page.

Even in a time when new movies are produced faster than the public can devour them,
it would be impossible for a film like Boyhood
to pass by unnoticed. In 2002, director Richard Linklater audaciously began a project that
would last the next 12 years, filming with the
same cast and crew for a few weeks each summer. Linklater chose 6-year-old Ellar Coltrane
to play his main character, Mason, with only a
loose idea of his evolution in the film and no
concept of how he would develop oﬀscreen.
Linklater’s daughter, Lorelei, plays Mason’s
sister (Samantha), and Ethan Hawke and Patricia Arquette are their divorced parents (Mason
Sr. and Olivia). In essence, the resulting story
is of a boy growing up, but more than that, the
film is a lens through which we can view our
own complex lives.
In a cinematic world of elaborate, intricate
plots and exaggeratedly quirky characters,
Boyhood is an outlier — instead of a traditional
plot arc, it is one continuous narrative where
all the scenes feel equally important (or unimportant). The intrigue is the narrative’s universality; the characters are notable for their natural human complexities rather than contrived
idiosyncrasies. This realness is largely what
makes Boyhood great.
Throughout the film, Mason grows from
an imaginative, sensitive kid — his teacher
tells Olivia that he spends his time “staring
out the window all day” — into an introverted,
thoughtful and inquisitive young man, who is
often skeptical of the world around him. Over
the years, we see him play video games with
his stepbrother, watch porn for the first time,
and navigate his way though crushes and relationships. We see Mason turn away, embarrassed, from his mom’s attempt to kiss him
goodbye at school. As his hair changes style
and his voice changes timbre, he feels his way
through adolescence and begins to explore his
artistic interests, simultaneously trying to find
footing in both his own world and society.
It’s not just Mason who grows up. Olivia
goes from a struggling single parent to a successful, if not entirely satisfied, college professor (“I’ve spent the first half of my life acquiring all this crap, and now I’m going to spend
the second half of my life getting rid of all
this stuﬀ”). As Mason Sr. becomes more present in his children’s lives, we witness his initial insecurities about being the less-involved
parent. In one scene, he pulls oﬀ the road to
criticize Samantha for not answering his questions about her week. When she tells him why
she couldn’t describe her art project — “It’s
abstract!” — he agrees to let the conversation
flow more naturally. Ultimately, when he settles down with a new wife and baby, he also
seems more settled in his role as Mason and
Samantha’s dad.
The scenes Linklater show us are clips of
life, snippets of conversation, slices of childhood and adolescence. Instead of weddings,
birthday parties and divorces, we see Mason’s
elementary school teacher tell him to stop
playing computer games so he can finish a
project. Mason’s grandmother says he’s had
enough chocolate. He’s called a “pretty boy” in
0see BOYHOOD, page 8

Date night just got super classy. Take
your beau out to the symphony Friday, Saturday or Sunday (Sept. 1921) to listen to the sweet melodies
of renowned pianist Andre Watts.
Among others, Watts will be playing
the romantic Piano Concerto No. 2
by composer Sergei Rachmaninoﬀ.

LADY OF THE
FLIES

URBAN
HARVEST

You may have read Lord of the Flies in
high school, but have you seen it performed with an all-female cast? Bayou
City Theatrics lends newfound perspective to this classic dystopian story.
The show runs Sept. 18–20 and 25–27
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $25 for students.

Jones Hall for the Performing Arts
615 Louisiana St.
houstonsymphony.org/hsandres

The Kaleidoscope
705 Main St.
bayoucitytheatrics.com

Beginning Wednesday, Sept.
17, City Hall is not only the hub
of Houston government, but a
home for the city’s freshest fruits
and veggies. Every Wednesday
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., head
downtown and snag some sustainable and delicious treats.

FINE ARTS

PIANO PRODIGY

The Houston Fine Arts Fair is truly
the Texas arts event of the year. Featuring contemporary art from over 80
renowned galleries and 14 countries,
HFAF is an international aﬀair. The
event runs Thursday, Sept. 18 through
Sunday, Sept. 21. Regular tickets are
$25 but snag a VIP Pass for $75.

NRG Center (formerly Reliant)
Reliant Pkwy
houstonfineartfair.com

Downtown Houston–City Hall
901 Bagby St.
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This Week in Entertainment

The Maze Runner

by Louis Lesser

courtesy 20th century fox

The Big Revival – Kenny Chesney

courtesy blue chair

IN THEATERS

ALBUM

Following in the footsteps of popular young adult adaptations such as The Hunger Games
and Divergent comes this production of James Dashner’s best-selling 2009 novel of the same
name. When a teenager (Dylan O’Brien, Teen Wolf) wakes up trapped in a giant maze of which
he has no prior memory, he must work together with his newfound acquaintances to solve the
mystery that lies behind their predicament and plan their escape. PG-13. 113 minutes.

The 17th studio album from the country music superstar features his hit single “American
Kids,” as well as a collaboration with folk-rock singer Grace Potter. The collection features
11 modern country tracks, including four co-written by Chesney himself, and evokes a more
nostalgic vibe than some of Chesney’s previous eﬀorts.

courtesy warner bros

Neighbors

courtesy universal

This Is Where I Leave You

courtesy warner bros

DVD & BLU-RAY

IN THEATERS

One of the highest grossing comedies of the year pits Zac Efron (17 Again) against
Seth Rogen (This Is the End) in a fraternity versus family prank war that goes too far. The
film was extremely profitable for Universal Studios, grossing over $266 million on an
$18 million budget. Bonus features include an alternate opening, deleted scenes, a gag
reel and behind-the-scenes documentaries.

This comedy-drama — based on the 2009 book by Jonathan Tropper, who also wrote
the screenplay for the film — features an ensemble cast including Tina Fey (Date Night)
and Jason Bateman (Horrible Bosses). When four siblings reunite at their childhood home
after the death of their father, their mother grounds them for one week to remain at home
and re-evaluate their lives to honor their father’s last request. R. 103 minutes.
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the middle school bathroom for looking in the
mirror to arrange his hair. Most of these scenes
wouldn’t be particularly striking if they were
viewed individually. But as the film progresses,
the moments layer themselves, connecting in
subtle and unexpected ways, and we begin to
see Mason as the sum of these parts.
Many of these moments are important and
meaningful, but they aren’t milestones in a
traditional sense. We know milestones as familiar, almost predetermined points in a life,
significant or important events that measure
change over time: marriage, divorce, the birth
of a child. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, however, a “milestone” was originally
a stone set up on the side of a road “indicating
the distance in miles from that point to a particular place.” That a milestone measures the
distance to, not from, somewhere says something about how we live: waiting for the next
big event, life change or birthday to remind us
how much (or how little) time we have left.

Savory Spice adds nuanced flavor to Rice Village
by Walden Pemantle
For the Thresher

The average customer could feel a bit
overwhelmed entering the new Savory Spice
shop on Times Blvd. in Rice Village. Looking
for sea salt? Will that be regular or smoked?
If you’re looking for smoked, would you like
it smoked with hickory, alder wood or chardonnay oak barrels? Questions like these
could plague the casual shopper, but for discerning gourmets looking for unique spices
to enliven their dishes, the Savory Spice
shop will seem a remarkable addition to the
shops at Rice Village.
During this weekend’s grand opening,
owner Michelle Halbert outlined some main
goals of the shop, including offering ingredients that “99.9 percent of the time won’t
be found in grocery stores,” hosting events
like book signings and cooking demonstrations and staying true to local Texan ingre-

dients. While Savory is a franchise, it offers
an impressive selection of 14 Texan-grown
teas, ranging in flavor from chamomile to a
dirty chai blend with fresh ground espresso
beans. The rest of the stock is produced in
Denver, Colo., where small-batch blending
allows the proprietor to create a number
of unique combinations. Black onyx cocoa
powder alkalized to the extreme to reduce
bitter flavors, powdered honey and ras el
hanout (the Moroccan “King of Spices”) are
all blended in the Denver headquarters and
bottled on site in Rice Village.
Some of the more rare items can be prohibitively expensive. The Tahitian vanilla
is incredibly floral and nuanced but costs
$5.80 per bean. Likewise, their acclaimed
truffle salt costs $9.00 per ounce. However,
prices like these can be expected when dealing with hard-to-find ingredients. The rest of
the inventory is quite reasonable. Standbys
like cinnamon, vanilla extract and fleur de

sel are competitively priced, and many items
are available in bulk.
Free recipes are available throughout the
shop on cards perched by their key ingredients. Recipes for Chinese five-spice carrot
cupcakes and chia tequila shortbread both
typify the adventurous style of cooking that
founder Mike Johnson champions. Bimonthly cooking demonstrations also aim to educate and inspire the local community of food
enthusiasts. During the grand opening, Chef
Soren Pederson of The Eastside Farmer’s
Market prepared a mushroom cream sauce
and spinach pasta before the crowd, incorporating many of the shop’s spices and explaining how to enhance the dish without
over-seasoning.
As Savory continues settling into its new
location, Halbert hopes the shop will create
relationships between Rice’s food community and the growing number of food enthusiasts in Houston.

Sports is on Twitter. Get the scoop at twitter.com/ThresherSports
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Rice falls
to the Aggies

marielle brisbois/thresher

Baggin’ Aggies
by Evan Neustater
Sports Editor

Despite out-gaining their opponent in
yards 481 to 477, the Rice University football
team (0-2) could not overcome the Associated
Press No. 7 Texas A&M University Aggies (3-0),
losing 38-10.
In front of 103,867 fans Saturday night,
the Owls demonstrated a solid oﬀensive eﬀort
through the air and on the ground, although
the oﬀense struggled to score points. Halfway
through the first quarter, the Owls had an opportunity to go up 3-0 on the seventh-ranked
team in the nation, only to have a 22-yard field
goal missed wide right by senior kicker James
Hairston. The Aggies, led by sophomore quarterback Kenny Hill, scored the only points of
the first quarter on a 14-yard touchdown pass
from Hill to freshman receiver Speedy Noil to
go up 7-0 heading into the second quarter.

Rice senior safety Julius White III and sophomore safety Adrian Jones make a tackle on A&M senior wide receiver Malcome Kennedy in front
of 103,867 fans in Kyle Field on Sept. 13. The Owls lost 38-10 despite out-gaining the Aggies in yards 481-477.

The Owls continued to hang in the game
through the first half, finishing with 30 rushes
for 151 yards and adding 118 yards through
the air. With 12 minutes to go in the second
quarter, redshirt junior quarterback Driphus
Jackson found redshirt senior receiver Mario
Hull on a 35-yard strike for Rice’s first points
of the evening. The Owls finished the half with
the advantage in oﬀensive yards 269 to 215, although A&M held the advantage on the scoreboard, 21-7.
The second half held similar results for the
Owls, who were outscored 17-3 in the final half.
A&M quarterback Kenny Hill finished the game
20-31 for 300 yards with four touchdown passes while also adding 38 yards on the ground.
Even though the team only scored 10
points, the Owls’ oﬀense showed the ability to
both move and control the ball, highlighted by
the play of sophomore running backs Jowan
Davis and Darik Dillard, as well as Jackson. Da-

vis and Dillard combined for 34 carries for 136
yards, while Jackson completed 21 of 32 passes,
good for 212 yards and the one touchdown to
Hull. Jackson also added 13 carries for 84 yards
rushing on the night, a career-best rushing day
for the quarterback.
Head Coach David Bailiﬀ said he was
thrilled with Jackson’s performance and is excited for him to lead the team the rest of the
season.
“[Jackson] is a true student of the game and
the true leader of this football team,” Bailiﬀ
said. “I thought he was magnificent in how he
led the team. I was very pleased with his decision making.”
Rice exhibited oﬀensive balance, recording 241 yards passing and 240 yards rushing
in the game. Additionally, the Owls’ oﬀense
controlled the ball for 43:14 of the 60 minutes
in the game.
Bailiﬀ said he was impressed with the

balance the team showed and particularly highlighted the performance of the
running game.
“I was really pleased with our running
game in this one,” Bailiﬀ said. “I thought our
oﬀensive line did an incredible job opening
holes. I thought our running backs ran extremely hard.”
Davis also said he was proud of the team’s
ability to run the ball. According to Davis, the
play of the oﬀensive line was the biggest factor
to the running game’s success.
“Throughout the season, I feel like
our oﬀense has come a long way,” Davis
said. “I feel that our oﬀensive line has gotten a lot better. I give them a lot of the
credit for our performance on Saturday,
and we’ve come together a lot. Going into
the Old Dominion game, we’re going to be
explosive.”
7890see FOOTBALL p. 10
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Additionally, Bailiﬀ said, despite giving up
38 points to the Aggies, he was pleased with
how the defense handled the fourth-highest
scoring oﬀense in the country, which averages 54.3 points per game this season.
“Defensively I actually thought we performed admirably, even though we gave up 38
points,” Bailiﬀ said. “What we take out of that
is we gave up fewer missed tackles than a year
ago; I thought we tackled extremely well that
whole football game.”
Redshirt sophomore linebacker Alex Lyons also said he was satisfied with how his
defensive unit performed.
“I think more than anything, as a defense,
we showed how resilient we are in the face of
adversity,” Lyons said. “We fought very hard,
held A&M to 400 total yards and handled a
pretty explosive oﬀense.”
Lyons also said the defense will improve
because of the first two contests.
“I feel like we played really good as a unit,
a lot of young guys stepped up,” Lyons said.
“I feel like we’re going to be one hell of a defense headed forward.”
Senior wide receiver Jordan Taylor was
held out of action again and has yet to see
playing time this season. Junior All-Conference defensive tackle Christian Covington
was also injured on the first defensive snap
of the game and did not return to the field.
Senior safety Julius White, junior defensive
tackle Ross Winship and senior defensive end
Zach Patt were also injured during the game.
According to Bailiﬀ, Covington and Winship should be ready to play next weekend.
“I think we’ll probably have [Covington
and Winship] on Saturday,” Bailiﬀ said. “Talking to Christian, he feels pretty confident that
he’ll be able to come back. He’s saying that
he’s feeling a lot better, feeling strong, and
he’s ready to come back and play.”
After facing the current Associated Press
No. 6 and No. 9 teams in the country consecutively on the road, the Owls will return home
next week to host Old Dominion University, a
first-year member of the Conference USA. The
conference opener for both teams will kick oﬀ
Saturday, Sept. 20 at 11 a.m. in Rice Stadium.
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Rice soccer draws against Arkansas
Michael Kidd
Thresher Staff

The Rice University soccer team traveled
this past weekend to Fayetteville, Ark. to face
the University of Arkansas Razorbacks. This
matchup marked the final road game for the
Owls before the start of Conference USA play.
The Owls and Razorbacks played 90 scoreless minutes of soccer. This same result held
in the two ensuing overtime periods, and the
game finished in a 0-0 tie after 110 minutes of
play. Junior Holly Hargreaves led the Owls with
five shots, three of which were on goal. The
Owls are now 3-1-2 on the season.
For the third time this season, the Owls
competed against a Southeastern Conference
opponent. In all three matches, Rice remained
undefeated by winning two games and tying
one. As of last week, the Arkansas Razorbacks

were No. 18 in the nation in the National Soccer Coaches Association of America poll. The
Owls took 15 shots throughout the course of
the game, six of which were on goal. After the
first half of play, the Owls held a corner kick
advantage of 10-3. The final corner kick tally
finished 11-6 in favor of Rice.
Goalkeeper Amy Czyz finished the game
with seven saves and secured her third shutout of the season thus far. Czyz was named the
Conference USA Defender of the Week for the
performance she gave, marking the third time
in her career she has received the award. Just
last week, Czyz broke the school record for career shutouts with her twentieth and has since
added one more tally to that mark.
Head Coach Nicky Adams said she was
proud of the grit and determination the team
showed in battling a top soccer program in
Arkansas.

“We gritted it out the entire time,” Adams said.
“I’m so proud of the eﬀort we gave, to come [to]
Arkansas…and fight as hard as we possibly could.
[There was] a lot of pressure for the majority of the
game, and we did a marvelous job of handling it.”
According to Adams, the team has been creating opportunities lately. She said they must
now work on capitalizing on those opportunities as they prepare for C-USA play.
“We are creating [a lot] of chances but now
we have to work on finishing them oﬀ,” Adams
said. “To go undefeated against three tough
SEC teams shows how proud I am of this team,
and proud of what we have achieved this nonconference season.”
The Owls will return home to Holloway
Field to face the Air Force Academy soccer
team this weekend, the final non-conference
game of the season. The match is scheduled
for Saturday, Sept. 20 at 7 p.m.

Sports Calendar games this week
Sept.

19

FRIDAY

Sept.

20

SATURDAY

10:30 a.m

Volleyball vs. Texas
Southern

11:00 a.m. Football vs. Old
Dominion

ALL DAY

Rice Fall Tennis
Invitational

4:00 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Stephen
F. Austin

7:00 p.m.

Soccer vs. Air Force
Academy

ALL DAY

Rice Fall Tennis
Invitational

Sept.

21

SUNDAY

ALL DAY

Rice Fall Tennis
Invitational
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Men’s tennis
team plays first
tournament,
falls short of
expectations
Juan Saldana
for The Thresher

As the rain poured down at the Midlands
Racquet Club, the Rice University men’s
tennis team played in their first tournament
of the fall season, which did not count toward the team’s overall record. Team play
will begin in the spring semester.
Despite inclement weather conditions
that shortened the tournament, Head
Coach Efe Ustundag said he was pleased
with the team’s performance this weekend.
“Unfortunately, weather had a lot to do
with the tournament,” Ustundag said. “A
lot of the matches were shortened or cancelled, but, being our first tournament, we
started off on the right foot.”
Sophomore Max Andrews and junior
Adam Gustafsson finished the highest individually in the tournament, with Andrews
losing in the semifinals and Gustafsson losing in the quarterfinals.
While Andrews and Gustafsson performed well in Midlands, Ustundag said
he is still seeking improvement from other
players.
“Zach [Yablon], Henrik [Munch] and
Gustavo Gonzalez all got some match play,
but they didn’t necessarily play at their best
level,” Ustundag said.
The team is now looking forward to the
rest of their season, beginning with the Rice
Fall Invitational this weekend, in which every player, aside from injured sophomore
Tommy Bennett, will participate. Ustundag
said he is anticipating hosting the tournament.
“We have a pretty big tournament going
on this weekend at Rice,” Ustundag said.
“Several schools from around Texas and
the rest of the country will be here. It is going to be a nice home tournament for us.”
The tournament this weekend will also
feature the debut of part of the newly-built
George R. Brown Tennis Center. The construction of the center was delayed over the
summer due to weather but will be ready
in a few weeks. However, the six stadium
courts and locker rooms are ready to use for
the tournament this weekend.
Ustundag, in his third year as head
coach, said he is excited about the possibilities the new courts bring for his team.
“It is going to change the face of our program,” Ustundag said. “It is going to give
us an unbelievable boost in fan experience,
and it’s a great edge for the program in recruiting.”
Ustundag also said with the new facilities come higher expectations for the team.
“We can put our facilities against the
best in the country,” Ustundag said. “It
raises our expectations, but it’s a welcome
challenge.”

WRITE FOR
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Rice football prepares for conference opener
Evan Neustater
Sports Editor

After consecutive losses to currently top10 ranked teams, the Rice University football
team (0-2) returns home this weekend to face
oﬀ against new conference foe Old Dominion
University. After facing the University of Notre
Dame’s fourth-ranked scoring defense and
Texas A&M University’s fourth-ranked scoring
oﬀense, the Owls look to earn their first win
of the season against a Monarchs team that
is playing its first full season in the Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS), the highest division
of collegiate football.
Rice has already faced two of the more
prolific quarterbacks in the nation in Notre
Dame’s Everett Golson and A&M’s Kenny Hill.
Rice will continue that streak against ODU’s
senior quarterback Taylor Heinicke, who has
thrown for over 12,000 yards and 107 touchdowns in his career. Additionally, Heinicke
has rushed for over 1,200 yards and 20 touchdowns in his career.
According to Rice Head Coach David Bailiﬀ, the Owls defense is adjusting to playing
some of the top quarterbacks in the country.
“You sure hope Golson and Hill prepared
us for this game,” Bailiff said. “Heinicke is
very good, he’s right up there with them. It’s
[Old Dominion’s] first year in the FBS, but
you look at their numbers, the total yardage;
you look at his touchdowns. I think last year
he threw for over 4,000 yards and 33 touchdowns, that’s pretty good. There’s a reason
he’s on the O’Brien Award Watch List. He’s
just the next great quarterback we’re going
to face.”
Heinicke, who won the 2012 Walter Payton Award, given annually to the Division
1-AA’s top player, will look to put up numbers
against an Owls defense that is No. 123 in the
nation in scoring defense.
Redshirt sophomore linebacker Alex Lyons,
however, said the defensive unit is prepared to
face another top opposing quarterback.
“We’re looking forward to the challenge,
we’re going to face it head on,” Lyons said.
“We’re going to try to go get this Conference

USA championship.”
Additionally, Rice will return several key
players who missed playing time this season
due to injury.
According to Bailiﬀ, senior all-conference
wide receiver Jordan Taylor, starting sophomore tight end Connor Cella, junior defensive
tackle Ross Winship and junior all-conference
defensive lineman Christian Covington are all
poised to return in the home opener.
According to sophomore running back
Jowan Davis, the return of Taylor will
pose an intimidating threat to opposing
defenses.
“We’re getting Jordan Taylor back, he’s a
tremendous receiver and a big playmaker,”
Davis said. “So, now with him back, I feel that
the defense is never going to know what we’re
going to do. It’s going to be hard to [strategize]
against us, because we can do so many diﬀerent things.”

Despite playing in some of the most impressive college football venues in the country, Davis said he is looking forward to returning to playing in Rice Stadium.
“It’s always fun to play in front of 103,000
people, that’s a dream come true, but there’s
nothing like playing at home in your home
stadium in front of your home fans,” Davis
said. “I just hope that everyone comes out for
our home opener. It’s going to be a good one.”
According to Bailiﬀ, it’s critical that Rice
students and Houstonians come to the game
and support the returning conference champions.
“We need the city of Houston to come out
here and watch the Old Dominion game,” Bailiﬀ said. “The players play hard — they’re true
student-athletes. Let’s get the city of Houston
excited to come watch this home opener.”
The game against Old Dominion will kick oﬀ
on Saturday, Sept. 20 at 11 a.m. in Rice Stadium.

Football Calendar
Sept. 20 Old Dominion

Nov. 1

FIU

Sept. 27 Southern Miss

Nov. 8

Oct. 4

Hawaii

Nov. 15

Texas, San
Antonio
Marshall

Oct. 11

Army

Nov. 21

UTEP

Oct. 25

North Texas

Nov. 29

Louisiana
Tech
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Searching for 19

As many of you already know, U.S. News and World Report recently lowered Rice’s National University Ranking to 19th, and the Princeton Review has
decided that we are no longer the top or even second happiest school in the
country — we’re sixth. And to add insult to injury, we lost our number one spot
on Brita Water Filter’s “I’d Tap That” list. We set about the University Where We
Do Not Punch Ladies in Elevators to find out just who was responsible for the
sudden drop.

“ “ “ “ “
I’ve felt it man. I mean
like ever since O-Week.
This school used to have
something. It was raw.
But we’re in decline. Sid
80s was like so much less
awesome than Martel.

But this is taking away attention
from other improvements in
rankings. Let’s not forget that
we are now WorldStarHipHop’s
Number One School to Feature At
Least Two Fat Tony Concerts a Year,
and we are now among the top
three schools with future plans for
a new opera house, in a lesserknown ranking published in the
Guardian UK.

Rankings are so blasé.
I like Rice more now that
it’s not cool. Rankings
don’t even take into
consideration that rankings
make people ranking
rankings more. It’s all so
heteronormative.

I guess I’m just feeling
about 1/3 as happy as I was
last year, and 1/6 as happy
as I was two years ago.
I’m also about 5.5 percent
less ‘me’ than usual, not in
any specific way, but more
generally, by a strange and
unintelligible metric.

Judy N. Quest
Rice Rankings Officer

Elisa Clark
Disdainful KOC

Dante “The Sack”
Zakhidov
Local Dad, Hanszen Senior

I know in the past we
considered Rice’s No. 1 happiness
rating to be a point of pride for the
university. My research, however,
has indicated this is, perhaps,
a misguided end. Because one
synonym for happiness is euphoria,
and one synonym for euphoria
is rapture, and one synonym for
rapture is distemper and one
synonym for distemper is disease.
And I do not think that we want
Rice University to be a diseased
campus. Take your swine flu over to
Vanderbilt. Go Owls!

” ” ” ” ”

Jake Nyquist
Long Hall Freshman

John Hutchinson
Dean of Undergraduates

The Backpage is satire and written by Reed Thornburg, and this week Dennis Budde and Andrew Stout collaborated. Happy Birthday J-Quest! For comments or questions, please email turnt@rice.edu.

CLASSIFIEDS @rice.edu
WANTED
Teach for Test Masters! Dynamic and
Energetic teachers wanted. Starting pay
rate is $20 to $32 per hour. Flexible schedules. We provide all training, all training
is paid, and we pay for travel. Email your
resume to rice-jobs@testmasters.com.
Tutors needed immediately! Rice Alum
hiring tutors for Middle & High School
Math, Natural & Social Science, Foreign
Language, and Humanities. Reliable transportation required. Pay $25-40/hr based
on experience. Contact 832-428-8330 and
email resume to siyengar777@gmail.com

ADVERTISING

Rice Architecture Professors seek responsible graduate or undergraduate to
pick up 10 year old son from Poe Elementary 3 days a week (M/W/F) at 3:15pmstay with him until 5:45pm or bring
directly to campus. Email for scheduledetails and compensation. finley@rice.
edu
Middle school tutor for girl on 8th
grade
- Math, English, Spanish.
- 5 minute drive from Rice university
- 2-3 day per week at 5-6pm ,$30 per hour.
-Call:8323167451 or email:dinak28@
gmail.com.”

We accept display and classified advertisements. The Thresher reserves
the right to refuse any advertising for any reason. Additionally, the
Thresher does not take responsibility for the factual content of any ad.
Printing an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement by the
Thresher.
Display advertisements must be received by
5 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication.
Cynthia Bau
Advertising Manager
713-348-3967
thresher-ads@rice.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
1–40 words
41–80 words
80–120 words

Can you type 45wpm? Good communications Skills? Dependable and Polite?
We are needing an evening operator. Evenings, weekends and holidays. Must be
able to work graveyard shift if needed.
We are open 24hours a day/ 7 days a
week / 365 days a year. We are open Easter, 4th of July, Memorial & Labor Day,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years
day. We start at 9.00 during training. 6090 days Hours are depending on your
commitment and availability. It is part
time 16-30 hours. Can turn into more on
availability
We are in Montrose Shephard & West
Gray 713-834-3850 employment voicemail

$20
$40
$60

Cash, check or credit card payment must
accompany your classified advertisement, which must be received by
12 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication.

Elite Private Tutors is hiring Rice students ASAP!
Owned by a Rice alumni, we are excited
to add tutors to our growing company.
Please email Mallory at admin@eliteprivatetutors.com if you are interested. Must
have a car, good attitude and a 3.0 GPA or
higher! Come join the Elite Team, we’re
looking forward to meeting you!

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription rates:
$60/year domestic
$125/year international via first-class mail
Non-subscription rate:
First copy free
Second copy $5
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Attn.: Subscriptions
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Houston, TX 77005-1892
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